
SALTO to showcase industry leading
solutions, new smart access
technology & more at ISC West 2022

Norcross, GA (March, 2022) SALTO Systems, a leading manufacturer of electronic access control
and operating system solutions designed to provide a seamless keyless and mobile experience for
modern buildings and facilities, will present the latest in smart access solutions at ISC West.

“It often feels like life is moving faster than ever. ISC West presents a great opportunity to connect
Human to Human without a camera and screen and to share information about not just products,
functionality, and partnerships but to catch up as families and friends alike,” said SALTO Systems, Bill
Wood, President for North America. “We hope you will stop to connect with us during ISC West and
share a story or insight. We’re excited to be able to listen and share as we strive to serve you better.”

As a technology-driven, electronic locking technologies specialist, SALTO is redefining access control
with the industry’s most advanced and flexible locking solutions available today. Visitors at ISC West
will discover SALTO’s latest hardware and software access control products, smart locker systems,
and management solutions capable of meeting the needs of any type of building and
infrastructure—regardless of the industry, size, type of door, or number of users.

ISC West is the largest converged security industry trade show in North America. The event will be
held March 23-25, 2022, at the Venetian Expo in Las Vegas. Highlights at SALTO Systems Booth
4083 will include:



15-minute info sessions—SALTO representatives will host 15-minute information sessions
in the booth throughout ISC West. Topics include SALTO smart access solutions for industry
applications (education, healthcare, residential/multifamily, retail, distribution,etc.); Homelock
with Apple Wallet; Gantner smart locker systems that embrace modern workspaces; the
SALTO Business Partner Program; and more. Register to attend a session with this link.

Product demos & information—Learn about the latest in SALTO smart access control
products and technology including the SALTO Neoxx Padlock (a durable and multipurpose
solution); SALTO XS4 Original+ (the next generation of SALTO’s flagship original); XS4 One
Deadlatch (perfect for aluminum-framed glass doors found in retail and storefront
environments); and much more. There will also be information on SALTO Homelock which
now works with Apple Wallet, delivering the ultimate in keyless convenience for SALTO
iPhone and Apple Watch users.

Company news—Visit the booth to learn more about existing SALTO Group companies
solutions and technology like Gantner and new acquisition, Cognitec Systems, a major and
growing player in the Face Recognition arena.

Design your ISC West schedule by adding SALTO Booth 4083 to your show planner:
https://www.iscwest.com/en-us/for-exhibitors/exhibitor-list.html?locale=en-US&query=salto

About SALTO Systems

SALTO Systems combined group is a global leader in the development and manufacture of
world-class hardware and software access control products, smart locker systems management,
cashless payment, and ticketing & booking solutions capable of meeting the needs of any type of
building and infrastructure—regardless of the industry, size, type of door, or number of users. For
nearly 20 years, SALTO has been synonymous with innovative solutions, including stand-alone,
cloud-based and mobile applications, that set new standards in security, manageability, flexibility and
design that bring real-world benefits to virtually any door and building type.

Powering impactful sustainability, technology, products and solutions, while delivering an enhanced
user experience SALTO smart building solutions are in use worldwide in a never-ending range of
challenging and unique applications and facilities and has offices in 40 countries with a partner
network that extends to every region of the globe.

https://calendly.com/salto-marketing?mc_cid=145b54f040&mc_eid=d0e7ebd040
http://floorplans.reedexpo.com/RX/Floorplans/FX/iscw19/exfx.html#floorplan
https://www.iscwest.com/en-us/for-exhibitors/exhibitor-list.html?locale=en-US&query=salto

